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A favorite place to waste time on the web, YouTube is the only service that can expose scandals and raise whimsical questions for democratic presidential candidates. However, the biggest of all video sharing sites limited the video to 10 minutes, and the Flash 7 video quality was not on par with the competition: the color gradient was more prominent and the
colors were muted. Here's a video in the high quality H.264 format that YouTube makes for AppleTV and Apple iPhone playback that I hope will eventually be accessible to everyone. YouTube is still easy to use. Its beef server swallowed our upload in no time at all (minutes down), and our video was live long after. The recently upgraded embedded player
has a bottom right watermark on the video, but it has a clean design and can be customized with different color and video thumbnail options. You can also keep your videos private (which you and 25 selected friends can see) and choose whether people can include them on their websites. YouTube has a booming community. There's a detailed user channel
creation tool, and the popularity and features of your site in Google Search can give your videos the most audience. Unfortunately, YouTube's revenue-sharing partner program is currently limited to top content creators and selected individuals, prolific and popular content creators. But YouTube has a few neat tricks up its sleeve. An area called TestTube
allows you to try out future features such as Remixer, an online flash-based video editing tool. First distributed by rival Photobrocket, and powered by Adobe Premier Express, it allows you to remix or switch to video, and add titles, without affecting the original uploaded files. Bottom line: Video quality isn't the greatest, but YouTube can't beat it to attract the
widest possible audience. Resources: See the top 10 video sharing site charts, learn how to test, and visit the Compare video quality page (QuickTime required). Danny Allen Note: If you click on a link in an article and then buy an item, you'll earn a small commission. For more information, see the Affiliate Link Policy. The video quality isn't the greatest, but
YouTube is hard to beat as many viewers as possible. A favorite place to waste time on the web, YouTube is the only service that can expose scandals and raise whimsical questions for democratic presidential candidates. However, the biggest of all video sharing sites limited the video to 10 minutes, and the Flash 7 video quality was not on par with the
competition: the color gradient was more prominent and the colors were muted. Here's what YouTube hopes will be a high-quality H.264-formatted video for AppleTV and Apple. After all, everyone has access to playback. YouTube is still easy to use. Its beef server swallowed our upload in no time at all (minutes down), and our video was live long after. The
recently upgraded embedded player has a bottom right watermark on the video, but it has a clean design and can be customized with different color and video thumbnail options. You can also keep your videos private (which you and 25 selected friends can see) and choose whether people can include them on their websites. YouTube has a booming
community. There's a detailed user channel creation tool, and the popularity and features of your site in Google Search can give your videos the most audience. Unfortunately, YouTube's revenue-sharing partner program is currently limited to top content creators and selected individuals, prolific and popular content creators. But YouTube has a few neat
tricks up its sleeve. An area called TestTube allows you to try out future features such as Remixer, an online flash-based video editing tool. First distributed by rival Photobrocket, and powered by Adobe Premier Express, it allows you to remix or switch to video, and add titles, without affecting the original uploaded files. Bottom line: Video quality isn't the
greatest, but YouTube can't beat it to attract the widest possible audience. Resources: See the top 10 video sharing site charts, learn how to test, and visit the Compare video quality page (QuickTime required). Danny Allen Note: If you click on a link in an article and then buy an item, you'll earn a small commission. For more information, see the Affiliate Link
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